
Dynamic Clustering in an Object-Oriented Distributed SystemYvon Gourhant, Sylvain Louboutin, Vinny Cahill,Andrew Condon, Gradimir Starovic, Brendan TangneyDistributed Systems Group, Dept. of Computer Science, Trinity College, Dublin 2, Irelande-mail: gourhant@dsg.cs.tcd.ieOctober 9, 1992AbstractIn an O-O large distributed system, object group-ing is crucial in order to optimize communications be-tween objects and disk I/O transfers. In this paper, wepresent a general purpose and scalable object cluster-ing method which is integrated with garbage collectionand load balancing processing. We propose a mixeddynamic and programmer-driven approach.1 IntroductionThe evolution of distributed applications is charac-terized by a growing number of nodes and (possiblypersistent) objects, due to an increasing number ofusers and to code reuse. As a result, object cluster-ing is important for performance purpose: to co-locateobjects that communicate often, and to optimize diskI/O. Moreover, object clustering does not only im-prove paging performance but also memory usage, ef-�ciency of garbage collection and load balancing.In addition, we adopt the following goals: to pro-vide transparent, general purpose, multi-language andscalable solutions. We discard application speci�c so-lutions (e.g., using B+-trees for databases or R-Treesfor VLSI applications) because we consider inter-operability between applications as more important.We choose a system-level approach, in order to sup-port static languages such as C++ or Ei�el, as well asdynamic languages such as Smalltalk or Clos. Finally,scalability is necessary to support new applicationsspanning many nodes and made of numerous objects.Within the framework of Amadeus [2, 11], a gen-eral purpose �ne-grained object-oriented distributedsystem, supporting applications written in severallanguages, we present a general and scalable dy-namic clustering algorithm, possibly programmer-driven, tightly coupled to garbage collection and loadbalancing1 [4, 14], and executing in parallel with usercomputations.1In Amadeus, load balancing can be con�gured for balanc-ing activities (distributed threads of control) or object clusters.

This paper is structured as follows. First, an intro-duction to Amadeus, including the actual clusteringpolicy, is presented in section 2. Then, the motiva-tions for clustering are given in section 3. Our generalclustering algorithm is described in section 4, and twousages of this algorithm are in section 5 and section 6.2 AmadeusThe general approach in object-oriented distributedenvironments, such as Amadeus, is to partition dis-tributed applications into a set of co-operating objects.Amadeus provides support for persistent and dis-tributed objects. An object is a passive entity, instan-tiated within a context (a local address space).A job is a distributed process consisting of a set ofactivities. Activities are distributed threads of control,active in at most one context at a time. An activityexecutes by invoking operations on objects. When in-voked, a given object may be located either in thecurrent context, in another context (on the same ora di�erent node) or in secondary storage. If the in-voked object is not located in the local context, thenan object fault occurs: resolved either by performinga cross-context invocation or by mapping the objectinto some context determined by security, heterogene-ity and load balancing considerations.Each object belongs to some cluster. Each clustercontains a group of objects which may vary dynami-cally either by creation of new objects in the cluster,garbage collection of objects in the cluster or migra-tion of objects between clusters2 . Clusters are the unitof mapping into a context. Each context contains aIn the latter case, clustering can be viewed as a �rst phase ofload balancing: balancing objects between clusters. Howeverclustering has a long term e�ect that load balancing does nothave; clustering persistent objects has an (hopefully) bene�ciale�ect on the performance of future executions.2Objet migration between clusters is not supported by thecurrent Amadeus version. We will implement it, by replacingthe migrated object in the source cluster by a stub, acting as aforwarder. Useless stubs will eventually be suppressed by lazydeletion, when referenced next.1



set of clusters which may vary dynamically as moreclusters are mapped into or unmapped from the con-text. When an object is required by a job the entirecluster containing the object is mapped into an ap-propriate context. Clusters are only unmapped whenthe owning job terminates and there is no outstandingcross-context invocation active in the context or as aresult of a garbage collection scan.The current clustering policy consists of automati-cally creating clusters. Newly created objects are theniteratively inserted in the current cluster until it is full.The cluster size is de�ned when created.Di�erent policies can be implemented by using ex-plicit primitives for creating a cluster, inserting an ob-ject, mapping/unmapping a cluster on any node or ona particular node, �nding the cluster containing anobject, and �nding the container of a cluster.Clusters are stored in containers. A container issimply a logically or physically contiguous area of diskstorage. There may be zero, one or more containersper node. Each container stores a subset of the clus-ters in the system. Migration of clusters between con-tainers is also supported. The choice of containers iscurrently explicit and static.3 MotivationsOn the one hand, we consider the following moti-vations for clustering:To reduce communication costs.The cost of an intra-context invocation is � 1�s;the cost of a cross-context invocation on the same nodecan be � 100�s, according to Bershad [1]; the cost ofa remote invocation is � 8ms in Amadeus; this cost ina large area network is still much expensive.Experiments [5] show that object migration (repli-cation of an object accessed for reading, and objectmigration for writing) has better overall performancethan remote invocations3. They also show that loadbalancing is more e�cient when migrations are initi-ated by the programmer than by automatic mecha-nisms.To increase object locality for garbage collection.If clustering is e�cient, garbage objects are auto-matically separated from the other objects, withoutglobal synchronization. Therefore, their cluster re-mains isolated. Reciprocally, the graph of objects usedfor garbage collection can be used for clustering.To increase object locality for parallelism.If clustering is e�cient, activities rarely di�use (i.e.remote invocation). Each activity executes the code of3The cost of medium-grained objectmigration is more or lesstwice the cost of remote invocation in SOS [13] (without con-sidering concurrency control), and �ne-grainedobject migration[9] in Emerald and Amber is still cheaper.

related objects. Di�erent activities can be associatedto di�erent nodes for parallel execution. They onlydi�use for synchronizing (via shared objects).To increase paging performance and memory usage, andto reduce disk I/O.If there is a high probability that an object faultoccurs on object A when an object fault occurs on ob-ject B, objects A and B should be placed in a samecluster in order to be mapped/unmapped together atthe same time. The consequence is a reduction of thenumber of page faults, disk I/O frequencies, and map-ping/unmapping unreferenced objects located in thesame page.One the other hand, primary criteria for clusteringin a large distributed system are:The number of objects has an impact on who cre-ates clusters. On the one hand, the programmer canexploit his full knowledge of the program to �nd thebest clustering arrangements, but this task is tediousand its complexity for large applications makes it di�-cult for choosing the optimal clustering policy. On theother hand, clustering can be automatically handledby a compiler or a system mechanism, but not alwaysso e�cient. So, we argue for an automatic approach,tunable by programmer hints (for explicit parallelismand shared objects handling).The number of shared objects is not considered bymost systems, assuming that they can be grouped intothe same cluster as all their direct accessors. Thisassertion has not been veri�ed for distributed parallelapplications such as TSP4 and SOR5 and, is even morequestionable for large multi-media applications, witha high degree of object sharing between documents, orby comparison with �les in a traditional system.A solution consists of giving a weight to eachpointer, then grouping objects related by pointers hav-ing the heaviest weights into one cluster. Another so-lution consists of replicating a shared object on dif-ferent clusters [7]. The advantage is availability; thedisadvantage is the di�culty of ensuring consistency.This solution can be generalized by grouping objectshaving the same sharing policy on the same pages,in order to avoid ping/pong problems [3]. We choosethe solution based on weighted pointers, possibly over-loaded by the last one.The dynamic nature of large distributed applicationshas a direct consequence on the choice of a clusteringpolicy6.4The Traveling Salesman Problem consists of �nding theshortest path for a salesman to visit exactly once each city in agiven graph.5Successive Over Relaxation consists of solving iterativelydiscrete Laplace equations on a grid.6Some examples of possible clustering policies are depth-�rstand breadth-�rst traversals, arrangement based on object type,random arrangement. According to Stamos [8], no best generalgrouping scheme has been identi�ed.



Static approaches [8, 17] are based on the staticstructure of programs. A disadvantage is that they donot well suit long-lived, interactive and highly parallelapplications.Dynamic approaches [7, 16] are based on statisticsof dereferencing references. They are attractive be-cause they automatically consider the dynamic behav-ior of distributed applications, but they involve someoverhead, implying too simple algorithms or solutionsdedicated to speci�c application types.The last approach is stochastic [15]. Since the prob-lem is N-P complete, the di�culty is to �nd a com-promise between low cost and a good heuristic �ndingclose to optimal solutions quickly.Therefore, we argue for creating clusters statically(using the actual Amadeus implementation for initialplacements), then clustering at context termination,and possibly periodically during execution (called re-clustering; criteria are object life and frequency of up-dates) using a dynamic approach based on a generalalgorithm capable of partitioning any graph.Two kinds of objects, and subsequently two gran-ularities of clustering are considered: clustering ofglobal objects (which can be migrated or invoked re-motely), and clustering of persistent objects into con-tainers. In the former case, objects which are knownto communicate often are periodically clustered to-gether, in order to be localized in the same context.The purpose of the latter level is twofold: to map/unmap related objects at the same time and to bal-ance clusters between containers.Criteria for clustering global objects are di�erentfrom criteria for clustering persistent objects. For in-stance, the number of activities is a primary criterionin the former case, but not in the latter, since activi-ties are not persistent. Moreover, clustering persistentobjects does not only depend on the last execution ofone application, but also on previous ones of any ap-plication that used the same objects before. Di�erentapplications can use the same objects, but invoke dif-ferent methods, leading to di�erent optimal arrange-ments.Therefore, we present in the next section our gen-eral clustering algorithm used for both global (sec-tion 5) and persistent (section 6) objects.4 AlgorithmThe clustering algorithm, that we are presenting inthis section, is not yet implemented. It is a derivedform of V. Lo's Greedy algorithm, described in [10].We rely on the good performance of this algorithmand on its smooth adaptation to clustering problems.The di�erences are that our algorithm assigns ob-jects to clusters (possibly localized on several nodes)

instead of threads to nodes, and works on small partsof the graph instead of the whole graph.This general algorithm is tuned by attractive andrepulsive forces whose de�nition depends on its usage.Let G be a graph in which each object oi is a ver-tex and in which there is an edge per object pointerwith weight cij. Each object is initially assigned to acluster. Here follows the algorithm:� Compute the average of weights:C = 1� k2 � X1�i�j�kcijwhere k is the total number of objects.� Mark all pointers between objects o1; o2; :::; ok forwhich cij � C.� Attempt to partition the graph into several ob-ject groups, in such a way that objects relatedby heavier pointer weights are in the same groupwhen they can �t in the same cluster, i.e.:While there are remaining unmarked pointers:{ Find an unmarked pointer p = (oi; oj).Mark it.Gi is the object group containing oi.Gj is the object group containing oj.{ If there is some arbitrary cluster tu for whichXol Gi[Gj xl < rtu(where xl is the size of ol, and where rtu is anarbitrary tunable parameter experimentallydetermined, so that the cluster size does notuctuate too much7; rtu depends on the realcluster size of cluster tu, in order to not limitobject and cluster size), then� merge the two groups: G = Gi [Gj� and mark all the pointers between ob-jects in Gi and objects in Gj� Assign each object group to a real cluster, mini-mizing object migration (occurring when an ob-ject belongs to a group not assigned to the clustercurrently holding it). Each object not assigned toa group stays in the cluster holding it, if there isenough space. Otherwise it is migrated to a newlycreated cluster, using the initial clustering policy.� Ageing: subtract C from all the weights.7This repulsive force, not included in Greedy Lo's algorithm,allows variable sized clusters cheaply.



EvaluationIn the rest of this section, we give an idea of the per-formance of this algorithm.The bene�t/cost ratio of this algorithm is given bythe ratio Tb=Tc, where Tb is the time bene�ted fromits e�ciency (i.e. locality after clustering), and Tc isits execution cost (including its complexity and costsof mechanisms used: exchanged messages, processingof the algorithm and object migrations involved).We chose Lo's Greedy algorithm, because it is sim-ple, general and e�cient in most cases. We recom-mend the reader to refer to [10] (page 1388) and wesummarize here its performance and its cost.This algorithm �nds an optimal assignment in 20.5percent of the cases in [10]; optimal assignments be-ing computed using a branch and bound backtrackingalgorithm. In 90 percent of cases, its cost is less than1.5 times greater than the cost of an optimal assign-ment. The worst ratio (total sum of execution andcommunication cost for assignments produced by thealgorithm/total sum of execution and communicationcosts for an optimal assignment) is less than 2.7.Its complexity is O(nk2), where k is the number ofobjects and n the number of clusters.Our modi�cations to this algorithm would not de-grade its e�ciency, but provide scalability. We onlyapply this algorithm to a sub-graph (see the next sec-tions). The consequence of this partitioning is thatseveral executions are necessary for optimal assign-ments. Carrying out this algorithm at application ter-mination, the next execution of the same applicationshould be better. After several executions, it wouldbe better again until the placements stabilize. Car-rying out it during execution, the application wouldterminate sooner than if no re-clustering was done,and subsequent executions would also bene�t.The overhead of the total re-clustering algorithmconsists mainly of the cost of traversing the graph ofobjects for computing the sum of all communicationfrequencies, plus the cost of object migrations.5 Grouping objects into clustersIn this section, we present the application of the al-gorithm L (described in the previous section) to globalobjects mapped in contexts. First, we describe how topartition the graph of global objects into sub-graphs,on which L can be executed in parallel. Then, wepresent tunable parameters of L. Then, we de�ne moreprecisely the relations with garbage collection. Fi-nally, we give some parameters that the programmermay provide to improve performance.

5.1 Partitioning and re-clusteringDuring execution, we execute the followingalgorithm8 on global objects:� Objects are initially assigned to some cluster atcreation time (see section 2), and marked.� One object is picked up by the garbage collec-tor. If this object is marked, the garbage col-lector clears the mark and continues. If the ob-ject is not marked9, then it invokes synchronouslyre-clustering on the cluster holding this object,called initial cluster.� Lock the cluster and mark all objects in this clus-ter, so that they will not be picked up by thegarbage collector for clustering before visiting allthe other clusters.� Send a request to the direct neighbours or adja-cent clusters. An adjacent cluster is one contain-ing at least one object than can be accessed by apointer from the initial cluster, or that can accessan object in the initial cluster.� For each adjacent cluster, lock it, create a sub-graph containing all un-marked objects in thatcluster, mark them, then send the representationof this sub-graph10 to the initial cluster, and un-lock the cluster. Several clusters can be processedsimultaneously. Synchronization is implementedusing atomic multicast.� Collect the replies received by the initial cluster,merge the sub-graphs, then execute L algorithm,and send migration orders to adjacent clusters.The cost of this algorithm consists mainly of mes-sage exchanges. The maximum number of messagesfor partitioning the graph into sub-graphs is 2 ? N ,where N is the number of connections between clus-ters and when all clusters are interconnected.5.2 Attractive and repulsive forcesRelations between global objects are twofold. Thefrequency of object communications is an attractiveforce, used for computing the pointer weights11;12.8This algorithm uses local information about the graph ofobjects provided by garbage collection.9A counter could be used instead of the mark, in order topass through garbage collection several times before clustering.10The representation of the initial cluster is sent with the re-quest, and cachedby the adjacent clusters, to reduce the numberof communications.11The cost for updating this communicationfrequency at eachinvocation can be insigni�cant, compared to the ratio betweenlocal and remote invocations, using C++ smart-pointers.12Pointer handling can be modi�ed when the language doesnot allow a programmer-level solution.



The cost of migration is a repulsive force, used forcomputing the pointer weight, as well. This force isnull if the communicating objects are in the same clus-ter. The load on clusters (used space) is a repulsiveforce used when assigning objects to clusters.5.3 Requirements on garbage collectionThis algorithm assumes a garbage collector13 simi-lar to SGP [12], with the following di�erences:� There is an in/out-table per cluster, instead of percontext.� The mutator does not access directly to in-tables.First, intra-context invocations are purely lan-guage level. Second, passing a reference to anobject O in a remote invocation causes a messageto be sent to a special thread per context, speci�-cally dedicated to updating in-tables. As in SGP,the requests received by this thread are processedsequentially, but in addition, requests can intra-context.� The out table is just a list of stubs per cluster.5.4 Programmer hintsIn order to provide more determinism and betterperformance, an informed programmer may provideseveral hints for object placement. The idea is to keepthese hints as simple as possible. Examples of suchhints are:� A sharing policy (centralized object, migratingobject, replicated object, object fragmented inseveral distinct partitions), as in Munin [3]. Thecentralized object policy is the default one: an ob-ject is localized in one cluster at a time, and someother clusters have remote pointers to it. Themigration policy is similar, except that the ob-ject is migrated to the cluster where it is invoked(leaving a stub in the source cluster). The repli-cation policy replicates the object in each clusterinstead of creating a stub. This is trivial for read-only objects, and possible for read-write objectsusing distributed shared memory techniques or amore scalable approach based on fragmented ob-jects [6]14.13Amadeus provides per-context garbage collection whichmaintains a representation of the graph of objects. Thegraph representation will be extended for containing informa-tion about object communication frequencies, for clustering.Each local garbage collector will also maintain per cluster (bycooperatingwith other garbage collectors) a list of adjacent clus-ters, like the in/out reference tables of [12].14In contrast to Munin, the types of sharing can be providedby base classes (in a hierarchy), and other kinds of sharing se-mantic can be de�ned by the application programmer. More-over, we can bene�t of the object semantic.

The sharing policy may be implemented using anupcall, invoked when the re-clustering algorithmdecides to migrate an object. This upcall can mi-grate the object (by default), create a new replica,or execute another sharing policy.� An operation for co-locating objects (e.g., explicitparallelism):The �rst method is to give an initial weight tosome smart-pointers (as an attractive force), en-suring explicit cluster re-organization during thenext execution of the algorithm.The second method is explicit and has an imme-diate e�ect: co-locate (obj, obj1, ..., objN)Objects obj1 ... objN are migrated to the samecluster as obj.� A ag for disabling collection of statistics andtheir usage during a speci�c execution. In thiscase, we get a static clustering approach, basedon the previous execution or initial placement.6 Grouping objects into containersThe problem of clustering into containers is similarto clustering into clusters, and more weakly related tobalancing clusters on nodes.In this case, the algorithm presented in section 4is executed at context termination, on the sub-graphmade by all objects mapped in this context.We distinguish two tunable criteria: the communi-cation frequencies between clusters (derived from com-munication frequencies between objects during thecurrent execution and resulting from the previous ex-ecutions) is an attractive force; the used space in con-tainers and the cost of migrating an object betweenclusters are repulsive forces. The used space in con-tainer itself depends on cluster fragmentation on disk(needing re-organizing clusters in consecutive blocks).So, clustering into container is as follows.On the one hand, if several clusters having strongrelations, can be grouped into the same container, wegroup them into cylinder groups (as the Unix BSD�le systems for blocks) and/or use read-ahead tech-niques for optimizing I/O (as the Unix driver orga-nizes disk I/O for reducing disk head movement), bygrouping these clusters into a cluster group, at contexttermination. A cluster group contains several clus-ters mapped/unmapped at the same time from/in thesame container. A cluster group exists only in con-tainers: each cluster can be mapped individually in adi�erent context.On the other hand, the loads of the di�erent con-tainers can be balanced, in order to encourage writ-ing/reading clusters in parallel. If a cluster is too big



for transfer to a container, this cluster is fragmentedwhen unmapped, but the fragments will be mappedagain into the same context later.The bene�t of this approach is to be totally trans-parent. Nevertheless, programmer hints may be pro-vided for specifying the number of containers (by de-fault all the containers), and for assigning explicitlyseveral clusters to the same container.7 ConclusionWe have presented an algorithm for clustering thatcould be used both during execution and at contexttermination. This automatic clustering algorithm canalso be tuned after experiments and also by givingsome control to the programmer.Our approach is scalable because it is modular (justconsidering the point of view of one cluster and itsneighbours at one time), and because it relies on in/out reference tables per cluster instead of needingglobal synchronization of the system.We are commencing the implementation and wehope to have some �gures about its cost in few months.We already anticipate more strong relations withload balancing and garbage collection.First, our clustering algorithm would facilitate thework of garbage collection, since it tends towards mov-ing garbage objects together in separate clusters, evenin the case of cycles composed of few objects.Secondly, the communication costs between objectsand therefore between clusters could be used for loadbalancing (if clusters can be migrated). In this re-spect, we could bene�t from experiments on load bal-ancing, to avoid clustering in primary memory justbefore context termination.AcknowledgementsThe authors are grateful to Olivier Gruber for his infor-mative comments and interesting ideas. This research ispartially funded by the ESPRIT Comandos Project.References[1] Brian N. Bershad, Thomas E. Anderson, Edward D. La-zowska, and Henry M. Levy. Lightweight remote procedurecall. Technical Report 89-04-02, Department of ComputerScience, University of Washington, Seattle, WA (USA),April 1989.[2] Cahill, V., Horn, C. and Starovic,G. Towards Generic Sup-port for Distributed Information Systems. In Proceedingsof OOPSLA '91 workshop on object orientation in operat-ing systems, pages 104{107, Palo Alto, October 1991.[3] John B. Carter, John K. Bennett, and Willy Zwaenepoel.Implementation and performance of Munin. In Proceed-ings of the 13th ACM Symposium on Operating Systems
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